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- Director’s Note -

Not many plays offer such compelling opportunities to explore and relish the blend of opera and theater as Terrence McNally’s Master Class, celebrating the art and life of the quintessential diva, Maria Callas, the soprano whose fierce dramatic portrayals made her the most thrilling opera singer of the 20th century and a landmark figure in the history of performing opera.

Long before acting coaching, personal training, career planning and PR representation became lucrative industries of theirs, Maria Callas did it almost single-handedly. She sparked renewed global interest in opera by integrating modern dramatic interpretation with serious musical rethinking – and she did it without losing the sense of form and style. This is particularly true regarding the nearly forsaken 19th-century bel canto operas, which were considered un-performable and musically bland. Callas’ performances proved these roles could indeed be undertaken vocally and that the elaborate embellishments deemed to serve solely as bravado, actually contained powerful dramatic impact when appropriately integrated and acted. While reactions to her voice were varied, there was no controversy about Callas’ unique stature as an artist that merged the worlds of opera and theater to the full extent.

She studied her roles meticulously, investigating every word and musical phrase. She infused her singing with accentuations, shadings and inflections as well as fully embodied dramatic gestures, movements and expression, to unprecedented artistry and brío.

Callas’ career only lasted two decades, but her influence on opera is singular and lasting. She approached opera as theater as well as singing and she was a maverick in fusing the art forms together.

Terrence McNally’s play offers both an in-depth psychological case study of the woman Callas, as well as a Herculean acting undertaking for the lead actress, and for her ‘victims’ (students) both vocally and dramatically. But more significantly, the play offers a profound message for all artists about the nature and the ultimate sacrifice that dedicated artistry, genius and fame may demand. The play speaks to artists of all disciplines and indeed anyone who strives for perfection and greatness, no matter the field.

It is an honor to direct the first of what I hope will be a long line of collaborations between the Department of Theatre & Dance and the College of Music at CU-Boulder and I can hardly imagine a better symbol than Maria Callas as a model for such collaboration.

“Coraggio! It’s begun.”
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......................................... Courtney Pomeroy
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